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this course we have not entitled a Survey Course. It is not that. I have

snot endeavored to give you a systematic eeu- coverage . Itx think it will be

a very worthwhile course, and neither is it .. the reason for that is that ... yet,

I hae certain rights ... Yet, I have certain .. .1 don't feel t like ... You can get

into this line. Now , the word syntax is in a way ... first is orthography, and

second is etymology, and thirdly is syntax, and under orthography is . and cf

course itis necessary, if we are going to -see-wh-a-t-th-e- read the written the- language

and what the signs stand for. We should never forget that the language is

not what is written but what is w spoken, and writing is tFe means that represent

the spoken language and it is often not a very good mans, because most

and they would have all sorts of ... and so orthography is ... now the ma main

thlnkg in orthography is that , an dthat of k course , but if you write a hiriq,or

ox cubus, it represents an isound or an e sound, whether long or short. And

if you write the hirizq and I have been shocked to know that ... most writers have

a few of the many values... so orthography is very importaknt ir written, rather

than spoken languages. Now, the main thing with orthography±x should be

and the fact is that by this time, and k that of course, . . . but if you write a sere

or a qibus te-r- it represents an I sound or a u sound, whetle r long or short, and

if you write a hlriq and you -wa--t want to make it clear that it is ... you put a yodh

Lher, and a hlriz plus a yodh is a long e, a hiriq can be a long e or a short e, and

the tc same thing is true of the qulbus, it is a short u or a long oo, eitter one,

and if you want to make sure that it is along 00, you put a wav in and in that case

instead of --you drop the vowel and na ke it short. Well, those fc are tha a few

of the many things that are vital in orthography . Now, the next division is

etymology, and in that we are interested in hcw form s are ... and the making of
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